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Abstract. This paper explores the historical trajectory and contemporary applications of signal processing filters. From the early days of analog filters to the current digital era, the paper traces their evolution, emphasizing key developments in active RC filters, monolithic integrated op amps, and the transition to switched-capacitor and continuous-time filters. Fundamentals of analog and digital filters are outlined, distinguishing their processing of continuous-time and discrete-time signals. The classification of filters, including low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and band-stop, is discussed with insights into their specific applications. The paper delves into crucial applications in audio processing, video processing, communication systems, power management, and sensor signal processing, showcasing filters' pivotal role in enhancing signal quality across diverse fields. Addressing emerging technologies, the paper highlights adaptive and deep learning filters, projecting the future trends in filter technology. It anticipates developments in analog integrated filters, emphasizing the growing significance of integrated circuits technology. This comprehensive review aims to deepen readers' understanding and inspire continued innovation in signal processing.
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1. Introduction

Filter is a discipline with a long history of 80 years, in 1915, the United States Campbell (Campbell) and Germany (Wagner) each independently developed passive filters [1]. The development of active RC filters began very early. In 1945, Bode put forward the basic idea of feedback amplifier theory, that is, to use a high-gain inverting amplifier as an active component and a passive loop to form a feedback amplifier. In 1954, Linvill implemented the first active filter with the transfer impedance synthesis of a negative impedance converter. In 1955, Sallen-Key implemented an active RC filter with a single amplifier, opening up a new avenue for practical design. In 1965, monolithic integrated op amps were introduced, which provided a material basis for the rapid development and popularization of active filters. In the 70s, due to the development of linear integrated circuit technology, hybrid integrated active RC filters for digital communication equipment systems were developed. After 1970, people began to pay attention to the non-ideal characteristics of the op amp model, and many active and passive compensation methods appeared. At the same time, active R-filters and active C-filters also appeared. Active filters have entered the practical stage and have been widely used in the field of low frequency. Due to the large chip area required for resistor integration in active RC filters, at the end of the 70s, a way to replace resistors began to be studied. In 1977, a switch composed of MOS transistor and MOS capacitor was successfully developed to simulate the "resistance", and then completely replaced the resistance in the active RC filter to form a monolithic fully integrated switched-capacitor filter. Switching capacitor filter is a large-scale integrated circuit filter composed of MOS switch, MOS capacitor and MOS operational amplifier. As early as 1966, it was pointed out that the characteristics of a switched-capacitor filter network depend only on the capacitance ratio in the network, which is important. When exploring monolithic implementations of active RC filters, it is found that the characteristics of many active RC filters depend on the RC product, and in MOS monolithic processing, it is difficult to obtain an accurate and stable RC product. However, it is not difficult to achieve an accurate and stable capacitance ratio on the same silicon wafer. Moreover, compared with active RC filters, switched-capacitor filters are easier to achieve monolithic integration and are suitable for mass production, which is a major breakthrough in the
filter from discrete to fully integrated. However, there are also a lot of problems with switched-capacitor circuits. Because it has the nature of a sampling data system, the signal frequency is limited by the clock frequency, which limits its application frequency domain. In the 80s, when the application of switched-capacitor circuit technology to high frequencies encountered challenges, people began to turn their attention to fully integrated continuous-time circuit technology. The theory and design of fully integrated continuous-time filters is an important field of modern circuit theory. In recent years, many countries have paid great attention to the research of high-frequency (now up to hundreds of MHz) integrated filters, because such filters have a wide range of applications in video signal processing, hard disk drives, telephones and wireless communications. The biggest advantage of a continuous-time filter is that it is not constrained by the sampling frequency. However, the only frequencies above 10MHz are gm-C (transconductance-C) or OT A-C and current-mode filters. The current-mode integrated continuous-time filter has become a frontier topic of extensive international research due to its many advantages in the circuit.

2. **Fundamentals of filters**

   The basic principle of a filter depends on whether it is an analog or digital filter [2]. Analog filters use electronic components to achieve frequency selectivity of a signal, while digital filters [3] utilize digital processing techniques for discrete-time signals. Both have filter characteristics, but there are significant differences in their implementation and application scenarios. This section will briefly introduce the fundamentals of both types.

   Both digital and analog filters are common filters in signal processing. The main difference between them is the way the signal is processed and the technology used.

   How the signal is processed: Analog filters [4] deal with continuous-time signals, while digital filters deal with discrete-time signals.

   Technologies used: Analog filters use analog circuit technology, and digital filters use digital signal processing technology.

3. **The main classification of filters**

   According to their frequency response and function, filters can be divided into various types, including low-pass filters, high-pass filters, band-pass filters, and band-stop filters, among others. Each type of filter plays a key role in different application scenarios. These main classifications are discussed in detail in this section.

3.1. **Low-pass filter**

   Inductors block the passage of high-frequency signals and allow low-frequency signals to pass through, while the characteristics of capacitors are reversed. A filter that can pass through an inductor or connect to ground through a capacitor is less attenuating for a low-frequency signal than a high-frequency signal, which is called a low-pass filter [5]. The principle of capacitive on-high-frequency resistance and low-frequency, inductive on-low-frequency resistance and high-frequency resistance is used. For the high frequency that needs to be cut-off, the capacitor is used to absorb the inductance and hinder it to prevent it from passing; For the low frequency that needs to be released, use the characteristics of high resistance of capacitor and low resistance of inductance to let it pass.

3.2. **High-pass filter**

   The simplest high-pass filter is the "first-order high-pass filter", whose characteristics are generally expressed by first-order linear differential equations, and its left side is exactly the same as the first-order low-pass filter, only the right side is the derivative of the excitation source rather than the excitation source itself. When lower frequencies pass through the system, there is little or no output, while when higher frequencies pass through the system, there will be less attenuation. In fact, for very...
high frequencies, capacitors are equivalent to "short circuits", and these frequencies can basically get output at both ends of the resistor.

3.3. Band-pass filter

A band-pass filter is a circuit that allows only certain frequencies to pass through while effectively suppressing the signal at the remaining frequencies. Due to its selectivity to signals, it is widely used in electronic design. For example, the RLC oscillation loop is an analog bandpass filter. A bandpass filter is a filter that can pass through a frequency component in a certain frequency range, but attenuates the frequency components in other ranges to a very low level, as opposed to the concept of a band-stop filter.

3.4. Band-stop filter

A band-stop filter is a filter that passes through most of the frequency components but attenuates certain ranges of frequency components to extremely low levels, as opposed to the concept of a bandpass filter.

4. Application areas of filters

Filter technology has important applications in many fields [6] including but not limited to audio processing, image processing, communication systems, biomedical signal processing, etc. This section will delve into key use cases for filters in these areas and highlight their importance in improving signal quality and system performance.

4.1. Audio processing

Filters are widely used in audio processing to remove noise, adjust audio frequency response, and filter out unwanted frequencies. For example, a low-pass filter can be used to eliminate high-frequency noise and noise, and a high-pass filter can be used to eliminate low-frequency noise and noise. In addition, an equalizer is a special filter that can be used to adjust the frequency response of an audio signal [7].

4.2. Video processing

Filters are also important in video processing to remove noise and unwanted frequency components from a video signal. For example, a low-pass filter can be used to remove high-frequency noise and clutter from a video signal [8], and a high-pass filter can be used to remove low-frequency noise and clutter. In addition, there are special filters, such as sharpening filters and blur filters, that can be used to enhance the clarity or blurriness of the image [9].

4.3. Communication system

Filters are also essential in communication systems to adjust the frequency response of communication signals and filter out unwanted frequencies. For example, in modems, a low-pass filter can be used to remove high-frequency noise and clutter, and a high-pass filter can be used to eliminate low-frequency noise and clutter. In addition, there are special filters, such as bandpass filters and bandstop filters, that can be used to select or filter out specific frequency ranges.

4.4. Power management

Filters are also important in power management, where they filter out noise and unwanted frequency components from power supply signals. For example, in a power adapter, a low-pass filter can be used to eliminate high-frequency noise and clutter, and a high-pass filter can be used to cancel low-frequency noise and clutter. In addition, there are special filters, such as noise reduction filters and EMI filters, that can be used to remove noise and EMI interference from the power supply signal.
4.5. Sensor signal processing

Filters are also important in sensor signal processing to filter out noise and unwanted frequency components from sensor signals. For example, in temperature sensors, a low-pass filter can be used to eliminate high-frequency noise and clutter, and a high-pass filter can be used to eliminate low-frequency noise and clutter. In addition, there are special filters, such as digital filters and Kalman filters, that can be used to process sensor signals more precisely.

5. Emerging filter technologies and future development trends

With the continuous development of technology, emerging filter technologies such as adaptive filters and deep learning filters are gradually emerging. This section will explore the principles and applications of these new technologies, as well as the future trends of filter technology [10].

Adaptive filtering is a method of signal processing technology that has been developed in the last 30 years. It is an optimal filtering method developed on the basis of linear filtering such as Wiener filter and Kalman filter. Because it has stronger adaptability and better filtering performance, it has been widely used in engineering practice, especially in information processing technology.

Filters are also important components in CNNs, they act as a layer of the network and are used to extract features from the input image. A filter is a set of small two-dimensional matrices that can be convoluted on the input image through a sliding window. Each element of the filter is called a weight and is learned by a backpropagation algorithm during training. The development of integrated filters in the future depends on the level of integrated circuit technology and integrated circuits. Technology puts higher demands on! Therefore, + its development trend should have the following characteristics: Micro process/high integration, low cost/high quality system, K monolithic single process/standardized digital process system, low supply voltage/low power consumption, K wide dynamic range and higher operating frequency applications, etc.

6. Conclusion

Through a comprehensive review of filter technology, this article aims to provide readers with a deep understanding of this field. Continuous innovation and application of filter technology has driven progress in the field of signal processing, opening up more possibilities for a wide range of industries. In the future, we can expect to see more filter applications based on new technologies to further improve the efficiency of signal processing.
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